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Abstract

Magnetic matrix plays a decisive role in the capture efficiency of high-gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) system. This paper took a parallel arranged cylindrical matrix for example, and put forward using conform mapping to calculate the magnetic field distribution in the matrix. After established the simplified two-dimensional analytical model, this paper promoted the procedure of magnetic field analysis through conform mapping, and then analyzed the magnetic field strength and magnetic traction force that derived from this method. The results were consistent with previous studies that mainly adopted Finite Element Method. The method also can be used to determine hydrodynamic drag force that affects the capture efficiency mainly. The study will contribute to further explore the capture mechanism of magnetic particles in high-gradient magnetic separation.

1 Introduction

Magnetic matrix is the core component of high-gradient magnetic separation (HGMS) system and plays a decisive role in its operation [1]. Special cross-section matrix may have better magnetic characteristics and present better performance. When analysing the magnetic particle motion trajectory in HGMS, the particle would be determined as a result of the competition of the main two forces, magnetic force ($\vec{F}_m$) and hydrodynamic drag force ($\vec{F}_d$) [2]. And the balance of forces which describe the particle motion is given by:

$$\vec{F}_i = \vec{F}_m + \vec{F}_d + \vec{F}_g$$  (1)

Where, $\vec{F}_i$ is the inertial force, $\vec{F}_g$ is the buoyant Force (usually it was neglected when the particle small enough). In order to trace the trajectory of particles and find how magnetic matrix affect the capture efficiency of HGMS, magnetic field analysis on the matrix plays an important role. Formally, it was solved according to the particles trajectory equation and aggregation theory on single-wire mainly, or indirect calculated by Finite Element Modeling (FEM) method. Eisentgrger(2014) has calculated the magnetic force ($\vec{F}_m$) exerted on a particle due to a single magnetic cylinder, which was expressed in plane-polar coordinates [3]. Abbasov(2016) solved the magnetic force exerted on the particle though components expressed in the cylindrical coordinates [2]. In the above, magnetization of single wire must be solved firstly. Hayashi(2010) has simulated the magnetic field and the fluid using FEM and calculated the particle trajectory by solving the equation for a rectangular wire shape [4]. Lindner(2013) derived magnetic forces from FEM and first embedded it in a computational fluid dynamics simulation. The simulation showed the highest deposit at the end of the wire and yield an acceptable agreement with experiments. [5]. Smythe(1950) investigated the electric field around an elliptic dielectric and derived the complex potential functions of the electric field [6]. Based on the functions derived by him, Zheng(2016) obtained the magnetic force acting on a particle in the elliptic coordinate system [1]. Since magnetic force ($\vec{F}_m$) is a vector, and strength of magnetic is interactions within the matrices, the theory focus on single-wire and FEM method may not be enough to reveal the particle capture mechanism. Vector finite element method (VFEM) maybe is a choice for the solution.

In this paper, conform mapping, especially Schwarz-Christoffel mapping (abbr. SC mapping) is proposed to analyse the multi-wire magnetic field such as the cylindrical matrix. Since conformal mapping keeps orthogonal invariance over the conservation, it can simply the solution of boundary value problems. The most famous application of conformal mapping is to Laplace’s equation, which includes standard problems in theory and applications on an electromagnetic field (EMF) [7]. Connell(2008) has compared advantages and disadvantages between SC mapping method and boundary element method (BEM) in motor design, and indicated that SC mapping tends to help 2-dimension parameter analysis quickly [8].

2 Conformal mapping and its application in magnetic field analysis

2.1 Content of SC Mapping

The SC mapping and its variations yield formulas from standard regions to the interiors or exteriors of possibly unbounded polygons. Set $a_i (i \geq 3, i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, n, i = 1, n)$ as a series of points that distributed on the real axis of the upper-half plane in complex plane $\varepsilon$, and $n$-sided ($n \geq 3$) polygon $P$ is...
a single-connected domain in complex plane \( Z \) with vertices and inner angles as \( z_i \) and \( a_i \) respectively, here \( \theta_i \in (0, \pi) \cup (\pi, 2\pi) \). Then, an univalent mapping described in equation (5) can shift the upper-half of plane \( \varepsilon \) into the polygon \( p \), correspondingly \( a_i \) were converted as \( z_i \).

\[
f(z) = K \prod_{i=1}^{n} (x - a_i)^{\frac{1}{3}} dx + C. \tag{2}
\]

(Where \( a_i \) are the preimages of the vertices \( z_i \), \( K \) and \( C \) are undetermined constants.)

Equation (2) doesn’t have a fixed expression, which let the evaluation of integrals to be difficulty, especially for complex polygons. The Schwarz-Christoffel Toolbox for MATLAB may serve to increase awareness that the SC mapping is a practical reality [7].

### 2.2 The application of Conformal Mapping in EMF

Generally, the magnetic force exerted on the particle is expressed in an expanded form as [9]:

\[
F_m = \mu_i k VH \nabla H 
\tag{3}
\]

Where, \( \mu_i \) is magnetic constant(\( \approx 4 \times 10^{-7} \) H/m), \( k \) and \( H \) refer to the volume and magnetic susceptibility of the particle respectively, \( H \) and \( \nabla H \) are the magnetic field strength and gradient of the magnetic field. All of the values require proper substantiation.

Formally, Laplace’s equation is expressed as equation (4).

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial y^2} = 0 \tag{4}
\]

In EMF, harmonic functions \( \Phi(x, y) \) can be understood as electric (or magnetic) potential at point \((x, y)\), its partial derivatives \( \partial \phi \) used to represent the magnetic field intensity \( H \) of the electric (or magnetic) field. And the second order partial derivative \( \partial^2 \phi \) represent the gradient \( \nabla H \) of which [10]. Thus, electric (magnetic) potential on the border of certain area, or normal component of electric (magnetic) field intensity and electric (magnetic) potential outside the area can be determined. Once \( H \) and \( \nabla H \) have been determined, the magnetic force \( F_m \) could be derivated.

Besides of the above, curves defined by equation (4) expressed as equipotential line.

### 3 Procedure of magnetic field analysis on the cylindrical matrix

#### 3.1 An Two-dimensional Model of the Cylindrical Matrix

Due to the advantages of high reliability, easy combination and seldom blockage, the cylindrical matrix is commonly used in most HGMS system. Its diameter, configuration mode and filling rate are the main factors influencing separation efficiency of HGMS. This paper focus on a typical cylindrical matrix, also called as parallel arranged rod array. Fig. 1 describe a two-dimensional simplified model of the matrix, which is a large square array of long parallel cylinders of radius \( R \) with a constant magnetization perpendicular to their axes. The arrow points the magnetization of the cylinders by the action of a strong, uniform outer magnetic field. The smallest distance between cylinders in the x- and y-direction is denoted by \( 2d \), so that the period of the array in both directions is \( 2L = 2(R + d) \). Using symmetry across the y-axis, we may reduce the computational domain to half the periodic cell, i.e. \( 0 \leq x \leq L, \quad -L \leq y \leq L \).

To facilitate compares and analyzes with others, this paper set parameters of the Cylindrical Matrix for: \( R = 25 \text{nm} \), and \( 2d = 70 \text{nm} \), the background magnetic field intensity at \( 2.3 \times 10^4 \text{Am}^{-1} \) [11].

![Fig. 1 an two-dimensional model of the Cylindrical Matrix. The dotted box indicates the computational domain](image)

Since symmetry principle has been widely used in EMF, so the internal magnetic field can be divided into a series of small units as the dotted box which possessed the same properties. And the analysis on single unit may reveal the whole magnetic field distribution of the cylindrical matrix. This model captures the important physics of the system and represents a worst-case scenario.

#### 3.2 Process of the Conform Mapping

When conformal mapping was applied to solve the EMF boundary problem, the process contains two steps as :

(a) mapping the given area into a simpler area (e.g. rectangle), then deduce the harmonic functions \( \Psi \) that meet the “transformation” boundary conditions.

(b) mapping the harmonic functions \( \Psi \) back to the original area inversely, and derive the harmonic functions \( \Phi(x, y) \) that satisfy specific boundary condition.

The process on a single unit can be divided into three steps. For the first, it must determine the oriental field, boundary conditions on plane \( Z \), construct the initial polygon \( P \). It may contain piecewise smooth curves, which may be replaced by a connection of tangents on certain points.

Secondly, SC mapping should be performed, which transform the vertices of the initial polygon \( P \) to be a series of points on the real axis of \( z \)-plane. And polygon \( P \) was mapped as the upper-half plane of it.

At next, Jacobi conformal mapping was adopted to shift the upper-half plane of \( z \)-plane into the inter of rectangle
$P'$ on $\delta$-plane. And points on the real axis of $\varepsilon$-plane was mapping onto the edge of rectangle $P'$. When rectangle $P'$ was meshed as a network of squares, the magnetic lines of flux and equipotential lines can be represent straightforward as the orthogonal lines inside it.

![Fig. 2 procedure of the conform mapping on cylindrical matrix.](image)

After a series of inverse operations, each cross-over points of the meshing grid could be mapped as the intersection of flux and equipotential lines inside the magnetic field. The accuracy of the calculation is determined by the density of the mesh grid. The inverse operations obey the rulers described in the following.

### 3.3 Magnetic Field Analysis on the Cylindrical Matrix

Set the magnetic potential function on $\delta$-plane as $W$, which is easy to be acquired. According to definition of complex potential function, magnetic field strength $H$ within the initial polygon can be derived as:

$$H = \frac{dW}{dZ} = \frac{dW}{d\delta} \cdot \frac{d\delta}{dZ}$$

Z,$\delta$, and $\varepsilon$ refer to the coordinate of the point on different planes.

The gradient of magnetic field, viz, maximum speed variation of magnetic field strength, can be derived by the following:

$$\nabla H = \frac{\partial H}{\partial r} = \frac{d^2W}{dz^2} = \frac{d}{dz} \left( \frac{dW}{dz} \right)$$

$r$ is directing to the variation of magnetic field.

So, the magnetic traction force $\mathbf{F}$ can be exerted by:

$$\mathbf{F} = H \frac{\partial H}{\partial r} \cdot \frac{dW}{dz} \cdot \frac{d^2W}{dz^2}$$

and magnetic force $\mathbf{F}_m$ can be deduced as:

$$\mathbf{F}_m = \mu_0 \kappa V \cdot \frac{dW}{dz} \cdot \frac{d^2W}{dz^2}$$

The direction of $\mathbf{F}_m$, just the same as $\mathbf{F}$, points to the maximum speed variation of magnetic field strength, the value is:

$$\text{Arg}(H \frac{\partial H}{\partial r}) = \text{Arg} \left( \frac{dW}{dz} - \frac{d^2W}{dz^2} \right)$$

Actually, above process is rather complex. Nevertheless, functions in SC Toolkit can be invoked to solve the problem, which runs under Matlab environment and gives a relatively commonly use about the calculation.

### 4 Result and discussion

#### 4.1 Magnetic Field Strength

The unhomogenized magnetic field in the single unit of cylindrical matrix was shown in Fig.3 as a contour map. The result was consistent with the solution drawn from FEM [11].

![Fig. 3 a contour map of magnetic field strength.](image)

Fig. 3 indicates the distribution of magnetic field strength is symmetrical with the $y$-axis of the polygon $p$. The colors indicate the field strength; there is a maximum in the horizontal field direction and a minimum perpendicular to the field direction.

#### 4.2 Magnetic Traction Force

For demonstration purposes, this paper only finds the solution of magnetic traction force in a single unit, which was denoted in Fig. 4. Within it, the value of magnetic traction force was represented as a hypsometric map. The resulting direction of the force is shown by the arrows on certain points.

![Fig. 4 the contour and vectors of magnetic traction force.](image)

The figure indicates that magnetic traction force also is symmetrical with the $y$-axis of the polygon $p$. It reached maximum at the top of the rod (red part) and weakened towards the middle of the field. Part of the arrows point to the top and others point to the edge, which split the field as capture area and non-capture area. And it reveals that the effective capture area just in a small patch around the top. Since higher particle concentrations would cause chains to form that would be effective capture area may large than the result. This conclusion also verifies the agglomeration and simulation of particles on a wire under the magnetic field, which raised by Lindner [5].
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4. Conclusion

When conform mapping was applied to analysis the magnetic field of the cylindrical matrix inside High-Gradient Magnetic Separation, the magnetic field strength and the magnetic force acting in the field could be determined precisely. Compared with Fem, it decreases the modelling process, reduces the computing time, and enhances the accuracy of solution. Further, when the process is encapsulated in mathematical software and possess with graphical user interface, the magnetic field analysis on multi wires of HGMS with different shapes may be an easy operation and would offer a good user experience.

Meanwhile, the method can also be used to analyze the problem on fluid fields, another main force that affects the capture efficiency, i.e., hydrodynamic drag force \( F_d \) could also be determined. Once the inertial force \( F_i \) was defined, the separation efficiency of wires on various particles could be controlled and optimized.
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